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ABSTRACT 

+ 0 + We have studied the decay K -7- 11 +).1 + v (K).13) in a spark 

chamber experiment at the Bevatron. The data consist of 3133 events 

with ).1-e decays and complete kinematics for K+ 
).13 

We determined the 

muon polarization vector from the angular distribution of the_decay 

2 

electrons and related this measurement to a determination of the vec-

tor form factor ratio, ~ = f_/f+. The data are statistically consis

tent \vith the assumption that ~ does not depend on momentum transfer. 

Assuming ~ constant, our result is ~. = (-O.9~g:~J + i(-0-'-3 ± 0.5). 

If we analyze the data imposing the constraint that t; be-real, we find 

~ = -0.95 ± 0.3. The muon polarization along the direction predicted 

by these values for ~ is 0.9 ± 0.1. In a calibration experiment we 

- + + 
find the muon longitudinal polarization in the decay K -~).1 + v to .be 

_.1. 0 ± 0.1. 

• 

, 
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T. INTRODUCTION 

The current, phenomenological theory of ~leak interactions success-

fully describes ~-decay, a purely-leptonic process, as well as neutron 

a-decay and other strangeness-conserving semi-leptonic processes. We 

wish to test this description of weak interactions by studying strange-

ness-violating semi-leptonic processes. TIle most readily available 

examples of such processes, experimentally, are the K~3 and Ke3 decay 

modes of the K meson: 

and 

K -+ 7f+e+v 

This work is a study of the K decay. 
~3 

The matrix element for K~3 decay is 

Q~o + IJR,tJ h,tJ.S-lO\K+) 7f ~ v A A ' 
12 

where G/lz is the weak interaction coupling constant, J h,tJ.s-lO the 
A 

strangeness-changing hadronic current, and JAR, the leptonic current. 

Summation over the index A is as,su.med (A = 1,2,3,4). The sp_ecific 

form of JAR, is well knm\TIl from beta decay and muon decay; the form of 

"J h, l:!.S -10 ° 
A 1S unknown. We can, however, describe it phenomenologically 

using the fact that the whole matrix element must be a scalar. Since 

JAR, has only vector and axial-vector terms, only the vector part of 

J,h,l:!.s/O can contribute to the K 3 matrix element. (The axial-vector 
). " , . ~ 

tel-Ill of ,J,h,ASfOdoe~ t t °b t tl K d h th -A ~ no con'rl u C as lC an 7f ave .c same 
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intrinsic parity.) These assumptions restrict its form to: 

= (1) 

Here PK and P1f are the K and 'Ii- four-momenta. f (q2) and f (q2) are un-
+ -

known parameters which may be complex and dependent on the four-momentum 

transfer between the K and the 1f, 

In defining the parameters f+{q2) and f_{q2) we have written a general 

vector expression; there are two independent four-vectors in the K-1f 

system, so there are two independent vector terms. The specific form 

of the expression is conventional. 

We define the parameter ~(q2) as the ratio of the two vector form 

factors: 

.. 
In this study of the K:

3 
decay we measure directly the parameter ~(q2). 

With this measurement we test the adequacy of the basic formalism to 

describe this strangen~ss-changing weqk pro.cess. Additi9nal1y we in.,. 

vestigate the q2-dependence of this parameter; the range of momentum 

transfer is large 

relative to that available in purely leptonic or other semi-leptonic 

decays, such as muon decay'or neutron decay. The principle of time 

reversal can be tested by measuring the phase of~. Time reversal 

, 

• 
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invariance requires the form factors f+(q2) and f (q2) to be relatively 

a 0 
real, and consequently the phase of s to be 0 or ).80 , for all values 

of q2. (Final state interactions, \V'hich could introduce an imaginary 

part to s, have been shown to be negligible. l ) By comparing this meas

urement of s in K:3 decay "lith the measurements of s in K~3 decay, we 

can test the III = ~ rule, ,,,hich requires s to be identical for both 

moues. The principle of universality of the muon and the electron re-

Our quires that the form factors be the same for KlJ3 and Ke3 decays. 

determination of s is independent of lJ-e universality. To test this 

principle we can compare our measurement ofs with the results for 

of experiments which assume lJ-e universality. 

II. METHOD 

We determine the parameter s(q2) by measuring the muon polariza-

tion for completely reconstructed KlJ3 events. As noted by MacDm-Jel1 2 

and by Werle 3 , the two component theory of the neutrino requires that 

for a specific kinematic configuration the muon be completely polari~ed 

in some direction. In a theoretical paper Cabibbo and Maksymo,,1icz 4 ob-

served that the direction of the muon polarization vector for specified 

kinematics is a sen~itive function of the parameter ~(q2). TIley sug-

gested the experiment to measure the muon polarization in completely 

reconstructed KlJ3 events, and thus directly measure S . 

In our experiment we determined the complete kinematics for K 3 
. lJ 

+ decays from K mesons at rest. For each decay we defined a coordinate 

system relevant to that decay, a system to "~lich we referred our meas-

urement of the vector direction of the fIIuon polarization. From the 



calculated kinematics we constructed for each \i3 event three ortho

gonal axes, longitudinal,. transverse, and perpendicular, given by: 

= i\/lp~1 
-). -). 

PTI x 
Pll 

= 
IpTI x P I 

II 
-). -). -). 

P PTI x P 
__ ll_ x II = 
Iplll IpTI x P I 

II 

6 

(2) 

In this coordinate system, the muon polarization direction is given by4 

(3) 

where 

cos e l 
TIll J 

It lip I mK sin e 1m t;(q2) TI ~. TIll 

Here 

= 

and 

II, 

• 
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->- -+ 
In these expressions p~.and Pn are the ~ and n momenta; and E~~ En' Ev 

+ are the energies of the·~, nand \J in the K rest system. m
K

, mn' and 

+ 0 + m are the K , n , and.~ rest masses. For specified kinematics of the 
~ 

K~3 decay the vector muon polarization direction, given by Eq. 3, is a 

,function only of the parameter C;(q2). 

Figure 1 shows the muon polarization direction at various posi-

tions in the K~3 Dalitz plot, as predicted by Eq. 3. The solid and 

dotted arrows give the polarization directions at the kinematic point 

for ~ = +1 and ~ = -1, as measured in the coordinate system shown_at 

the right. For this example we .assume C; to be real and independent 

of q2. Figure 1 illustrates the increased sensitivity to ~ of polar

ization measurements for events with lOH nO energy, t>lhere the polar-

ization is largely perpendicular. As defined previously, 

= m 2 + m 2 - 2~_E 
K n K n ' 

so that high TI
o energy corresponds to 1mv q2; in this region of the 

Dalitz plot the muon polarization is almost purely longitudinal and 

relatively independent of ~. 

In this experiment we measured the muon polarization vector by 

stopping ~+'s from K~3 decays and observing the direction of the elec

tron in the subsequent decays 

+ 
~ -+ 

+ e +v + v 
e ~ 

From the experimentally verified decay spectrum 5 ,6 fora muon tvith 

->
polarization P, we have 

du 
d(cos e) 

'vhere cos e 

0:. 
1 Ipl ~(l + - eos G) 
3 

-+ p 
Pe Ipl 

(4) 
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Equation 4 gives the ~ decay probability in terms of the direction p 
e 

of the decay electron, and shows that the electron_vector direction 

preferentially lies along the direction of the muon polarization. In 

our experiment we inferred the muon polarization direction from the 

observed angular distribution!of the decay electrons. As will be 

described later, we verified the analyzing power of our apparatus by 

direct experimental measurements. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

A. Scintillation Counters a~d Spark Chambers 

+ K mesons were degraded to rest in a scintillation counter tele-

+ -
scope at the secon~d focus of a 500 MeV Ic separated K beam at the Beva-

tron. A water Cerenkov counter, C
B

, preceded carbon blocks interspaced 

between counters S2, S3, S4, S5, forming a compact telescope as illus-

trated in Fig. 2. The hollow cup-shaped counter 85, surrounding the 

K+ stopping region, tolas 3" in length along the beam direction and 

2" x 2.5" in cross section; the interior was filled with carbon dust 

of density 0.85 g/cm 3 • This counter enclosed all sides of the stopping 

region except the side through which K+ mesons entered and the side to-

ward the decay particle range chamber. These t,,1o sides Here covered by 

counters S/I, in the beam telescope, and by T2, the first of 5 counters 

in the decay-particle telescope. Figure 2 is a horizontal cross sec-

tion of the apparatus, shmollng all the counters used in the experiment 

as seen from above. The counter Sl covered the exit aperture of the 

last magnet element of the beam transport system, a quadrupole doublet; 

the distance from 81 to the stopping region inside S5 Has 3'. 

.: 



., 
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In order to consider a beam particle as being a stopping K+ ~V'e re-

quired the coincidence of pulses from the scintillation counters in the 

beam telescope: 

Sl·S2·S3·S4·C ·S5 . B 

The counter S5 surrounding the stopping region was in prompt anti-

coincidence and vetoed the event upon detecting a particle within 6 

nanoseconds of the time a particle entered the beam telescope. The 

2" thick water Cerenkov count.er C
B

, also in anti-;coincidence, rej ected 

fast particles (primarily n+)in the beam, as did the require~ent that 

the pulses from the beam counters be greater than those from minimum-

ionizing particles. 

The counters forming the decay--particle telescope are shown in 

Fig. 3, a vertical cross section of the apparatus. In this figure, 

+ the K beam is directed out of the page. vJith the counter T5 in anti-

+ coincidence the telescope T2-T3-T4 selected particles leaving the K 

stopping region which came to rest in the chamber between T4 and T5. 

The water Cerenkov counter, C , was used as 
)l 

a veto against fast decay 

+ particles, including )1+ from the decay K+ ~ )l + v and electrons from 

the 
+ 

TI
o + e+ + decay K ~ v; most of these particles were also excluded 

by the range requirement imposed by T5. 

To be considered acceptable + the decay-particle sig-an K event, 

nal had to come 6 to 114 nanoseconds following the signal of a stopping 

K+. The minimum a11mved time bet\V'een a K-stop and the K-decay was 

chosen to insure a rejecti~n of better than 250/1 against K+ decays-in-
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flight and other prompt events. 

+ 
The logic corresponding to an accept-

able K decay was: 

= (KSTOP) • (good d ) ecay dId . e aye 
(5) 

= .(Sl.S2.S3.S4·C.S5) • (T2 oT3 o T4·CoT5) 
B ~ delayed 

This coincidence represented the criterion for an electronic trigger'. 

The events selected by the scintillation counters were recorded 

on film by photographing tracks left in spark chambers arranged as 

shown in Fig. 3. In order to determine completely the kinematics for 

+ each K~3 decay we observed the track of a stopping ~ and the tracks 

of electron shoV7ers from conversion of gamma rays. The TI
o produced in 

the K~3 decay itself decayed within 10-16 seconds to two gamma rays: 

\l + \l (6) 

y + Y 

To measure the muon polarization, we observed the track of the electron 

from the subsequent ~-e decay. The five particles we detected with 

spark chambers are underlined in Eq. 6. Two aluminum plate chambers, 

each with t"TO gaps, were embedded i.n the beam telescope between counters 

S3 and S4. + These chambers indicated the tr.ack of the K before stop-

ping, aiding in the reconstruction of the K+ decay position within the 

carbon stopper. To observe the ganuna-ray showers "re used three 36-gap 

chamhers SlllTClulHli.nf; the s topping region as shm,m in Fig. 3, a vertical 

~'. 

,. 
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cress-section. The plates of these chambers consisted of sheets of 

lead each 0.8 mm thick and sandwiched betVleen two 0.3 mm aluminum 

sheets. To insure rejection of charged particles entering the shower 

chambers, the tW9 plates in each chamber closest to the K+ stopping 

region were thin aluminum sheets, and were used, in anti-coincidence. 

We used three 4-gap spark chambers, labeled SC1, SC2, SC3 in 

Fig. 3, to measure 'the direction of the charged particle from the K+ 

decay. These thin plate aluminum chambers were placed directly after 

the counter T2 in the decay-particle telescope, before the degrader, 

to reduce the effect of scattering in distorting the measurement of 

the initial decay direction. 

The coincidence criteria for an acceptable event'required the J.l+ 

from a KJ.l3de~ay to stop between counters T4 and T5. As shown in Fig. 3, 

these counters \~ere embedded in a 36-gap aluminum plate spark chamber. 

Between counters T4 and T5 was a 28-gap spark chamber module whose to-

tal thickness was 9.9 grams/cm2 of aluminum, while ahead of counter T4 

and beyond counter T5 were 4-gap modules, constructed of 1/32" and 1/16" 

plates, respectively. With this 36-gap spark chamber we measured the 

range of the muon from KJ.l3 decay and the direction of the electron mo

mentum in the subsequent J.l-e decay. We enclosed the entire chamber in 

a magnetic shield to reduce precession of the muon and consequent de-

polarization. 
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~xl?e..rimcntal Technique 

The requirement that the charged particle from the K+ decay stop 

bet\(leen counters T4 and '.1;5 imposed a restriction on its range. We 

placed a degrader in the decay particle counter telescope ahead of 

counter T3 to define this range acceptance. We changed this degrader 

+ to study K decay part1.cles with different range. Table I lists the 

degrader used to obtain data for various K+ decay modes. 

We studied K~3 decays under two degrader conditions; 83 percent 

of our K~3 events were obtained with degrader a, 1" of aluminum. With 

+ this degrader the range criterion for a direct path from the K decay 

positfon selected ~+ with kinetic energy between 61 and 81 MeV. We 

chose this window in the ~+ spectrum to exclude from the K~3 data much 

of the background from both KTI2 decays (K+ ~ TI+ + TIo), for which 

. + + ° ° T + = 108.6 HeV, and T' decays (K ~ 1T + 1T + 1T ), where the end point 
TI . . 

of the 1T+ spectrum is 53.2 MeV. Additional K~3 data were taken with 

3/8" aluminum degrader. To aid in our analysis of the K~3 data, 

+ + + studied events with the ~ from K~2 decays (K ~ ~ + \I) and the 

we 

+ 
1T 

+ + 0 
from K1T2 decays (K ~ TI + 1T). The different amounts of degrader 

placed 1.n the decay-particle telescope for these studies are ~iven in 

Table 1. 

We triggered the spark chambers upon the electronic signal of an 

+ acceptable K decay as. defined by Eq. 5. This coincidence signal was 

blocked during the time between pulses of the Bevatron; additionally 

\,'C Jmposed a minimum delay bet\\'ccn cvent triggers of 250 milliseconds 

.' 
,. ,w 
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to allow the apparatuS to recover. For each event we recorded photo-

graphically the tracks in 9 spark chambers: 2 beam chambers, 3 shm.]er 

chambers, 3 decay-particle tracking chambers, and the range chamber. 

With the exception of the range chamber, all the spark chambers were 

fired promptly with the coincidence signal; the total delay from the 

+ time of a K -stop.to the presence of voltage on the spark chamber plates 

was 340 nanoseconds. We delayed the trigger signal to the range chamber. 

for 3.5 microseconds. The lJ+, stopped between counters T4 and TS, de-

cayed with a lifetime of 2.2 microseconds; with our delay in trigger-

ing this chamber we observed the electron track in 80 percent of the 

lJ-e decays. In order to maintain both the muon track and the track of 

the decay electron for as" long as 3.5 microseconds, we limited the DC 

clearing voltag~ on the range spark chamber to 6.6 volts. On the 8 

chambers triggered promptly, we applied between 30 and 40 volts to 

clear residual tracks. In a background study we obtained some data of 

K)J3 events for which the range chamber was fired promptly; for these 

events the trigger delay time on .all the chambers was 340 nanoseconds 

and the clearing voltage was 40 volts. All the spark chambers were 

filled with neon, purified through a closed-circuit recirculation system. 

In addition to spark chamber tracks of particles, we recorded on 

film with each event fiducial lamps mounted on the apparatus and bright 

grid lines defining the position of the data. We ~ere careful to put 

many reference po~nts on the film in order to simplify its subsequent 

automatic'computer-scannin,g. For each photograph we lit numerA-llamps 

giving the event number; this nU"llber \.]as displayed as \-Jell by a rm.] of 
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binary-coded lights, to be computer-scanned. A second row of binary-

coded lights gave digitized information about the event: whether or 

not a particle \olaS detected by counter Sl in the beam telescope within 

+ 20 nanoseconds of the K decay, and whether or not the counter S5 de-

+ tee ted a particle within the full time interval allowed for a K -decay 

trigger. He digitized also for ea~h event the time between the K-stop 

signal and the signal of the K decay, and displayed this information 

with binary-coded lights. iIhe flashed lamps and all 18 views of the 

spark chambers ,,,ere recorded on a 24 nun x 36 nun frame of Tri-X film, 

using a lens opening of f8. 

IV. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

A. Selection of Events 

We scanned. a total of 80,000 pictures, candidates for K:3 events, 

with SPASS, the automatic computer-scanning system developed by Deutsch 

atMIT.7 With this system we measured the position of tracks in all 

spark chambers except the range chamber. In the scan of the gamma-ray 

chambers we measured the blackening associated with each shower in addi-

tion to its conversion point. For each event we obtained as well the 

digitized information from the lamps. Using information from the SPASS 

scanning 'oJe selected 10,000 events to be hand-scanned for ~-e decays on 

the SCAMP machine at LRL. On SCAMP we measured the direction of the 

incoming ~+ track in the r~ng(! chamber., the position of the ~+ stop, 

; 

and the vector direction 'of the decay electron. We selected for rccon-

struetion ns K 3 eventb<l further restricted sample, using information 
p 

,.. 
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from both the SPASS and the SCAl-IF scannings. The criteria imposed based 

on the SPASS measurements were: 
... 

1. Two gamma-ray shmvers were unambiguously stereo-reconstructed, 

with conversion points not in the fIrst t\vO gaps of the cham-

ber. 

2. No pulse in coincidence with the muon was observed in the 

cup-shaped counter S5 which surrounded: the K+ stopping posi-

tion, shielding the decay point from th~ shmverchambers. 

3. The reconstructed position of the K+ stop must have been in 

the carbon stopper within the box of counters. 

4. Neither of the two showers measured was at an edge of the 

chambers. 

5. The opening angle of the two gamma rays was greater than 650
• 

6. The event did not satisfy Kn2 kinematics. From the initial 

charged particle direction and the directions of each gamma 

ray relativ~ to the K-stop position, vle calculated the gamIIl,'l

ray directions in the nO center of mass, assuming the event 

to be a Kn2 decay, and the quantity 0: 

o = ki • 1<2 

Here ki andk2 are the gamma-ray di.rections as transformed 

o 
to the postulated n rest system. Kn2 kinematics requires 

that 0 -1; our criterion for acceptance of the event was 

j that 0 > -0.9. 

7. The line-of-'fligh,t of· the charged decay particle as measured 

in the thin chambers SCI, SC2, SC3 did not have a kink. We 
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i 

required that Pl·P2 > 0.998, where PI and P2 are the particle 

directions calculated from tracks in SCI and SC2, and in SC2 

and SC3. 

8. The distance of closest approach of the calculated K+ line-

of-flight to the decay particle line-of-flight was less than 

1.0 cm. We took as the K+ stopping position the point on the 

muon line-of-flight closest to the incident K+ line-of-flight. 

{ole used the hand scanning on SCAMP to select events with the following 

characteristics: 

1. The scanner observed in the range chamber tracks of a muon 

entering and stopping and of an electron from the subsequent 

~-e decay. Events without such tracks were rejected. In 

about 2 percent of the ,data (otherwise acceptable as K 
~3 

events), the scanner was uncertain whether or not the tracks 

corresponded to those of a muon and its decay electron. After 

a rescan by a physicist, we considered most of these events 

(51 pictures) to have acceptable range-chamber tracks. Events 

tvith both- tracks extending from the ~-e vertex to the front of 

the range chamber were measured twice, assuming one track and 

+ then the other to be the ~ ; we selected that assignment which 

best matched the line-of-flight measurement on SPASS from the 

chambers SCI, SC2, SC3. For each event we calculated the dis

+ tance at the degrader between the ~ line-of-flight measured 

from SCI, SC2, SC~ and the line"';of-flight seen in the range 

chamber. If this distance was greater than 6 em, the event 

Ii 

• 
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was remeasured by a physicist; 1 percent of the total data 

(otherwise acceptable as K~3 events) were-in this category, 

of which 4 events (0.1 percent) were rejected by the i"escan. 

2. The scanner agreed with SPASS that there were exactly two 

~amma-ray showers and that neither gamnla ray converted in 

the first two gaps of its chamber. 

3. The electron decay direction was not within a forward cone 

about the initial muon direction. To elimihate events \vith 

ll-e decays in a r;,~:~on of low scanning efficiency, we re-
A 

jected all events unless p 'p < 0.9. 
e ~ 

4. The ~-e vertex position was not in the counter T4. This cut 

eliminates events with the muon depolarized by stopping in 

plastic scintillator. 

After the selection based on both the SPASS and the SCAMP measurements, 

the remaining 3549 events were analyzed as candidates for K1l3 decays. 

The procedures in reconstructing the data in terms of K~3 kinematics 

are described in the next section. Following this analysis our final 

data sample consisted of 3133 completely':"reconstructed K 3 events with 
lJ 

observed ll-e decays. 

B. Reconstruction of the K 3 Kinematics 
}I 

For each event we had the following data: 

1. + Range of the charged particle originating from the K decay. 

2. Direction-of-motion of the charged particle originating from: 

+ the K decay. 



3. 

4. 

+ Position of the K decay. 

Posi tions of the poin ts where U-lO gamma _ rays produce 

showers by conversion. 

5. The number of sparks asS"ociated '-lith each gamma-ray 

18 

We calculated the energy of the charged particle, assuming it to be a 

muon, from its stopping position in the range chamber. We based this 

calculation on comparisons of measured range with the predicted range 

+ + 
of particles with known energy:· n from Kn2 and ~ from the K~2 decay 

mode. We took the K+ decay position as that point along the line-of

flight of the track in SC1" SC2, and SC3 closest to the K+ line-of-

flight as measured by t'-lO spark chambers in the beam. + From the K de-

cay position and the gamma-ray conversion points, we determined the 

unit vectors E
yl

' ~Y2 pointing in the direction of each gamma ray. 

With the measured quantities Ell' P
ll

, E
yl

' E
y2

' the kinematics of 

the decay was not uniquely determined. In general, there were two 

solutions compatible with the data, corresponding to different momenta 

o of the n. The ambiguity was removed by determining the gamma-ray 

energies from their measured spark count, using a relation derived from 

a study of showers of known energy in Kn2 data. For Kn2 events, ,,!e 

o knew the. n energy and direction--of-motion; we could calculate each 

gamma-ray energy from the position in the apparatus where a sho\<ler was 

produced by conversion, and compare this energy with the observed num-

ber of sparks. Using the ,relation between energy and spark count, we 

determined the gamma-ray energies for each of the K events, and the·rc~by· 
113 

arrivcd at a complete solution of K\13 kinematics. 
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In order to analyze the muon polarization it was necessar:x- to de-

fine for each event a coordinate system wjtha~escorresponding to the 

orientation of the K-decay configuration rather than to directions in 

the lab. 
~. -)-

Knowing the muon and pion momenta, p~ and Pn' we constructed 

three orthogonal axes: a longitudinal axis, along the muon momentum, a 

-)- ~ 

transverse axis out of the decay plane (in the sense Pn x p~), and a 

perpendicular axis -- in the decay plane tmvards the pion momen tum. 

From the measurement of the laboratory direction of the electron in 

the ~-e decay we calculated the electron direction relative to this 

K-decay coordinate system (Eq. 2). The solution of the K~3 kinematics 

and the calculation of the electron decay direction in this coordinate 

system completed the reconstruction of the event. 

C. Muon Polarization Analysis 

We determined the parameter ~ directly from the observed electron 

angular distributions in the.~-e decays. We assumed that the muon in 

each K~3 event was fully polarized in a direction given by Eq. 3. 

in Eq. 4,we defined a normalized probability distribution for the 

As 

electron direction in ~-e decays, given the predicted direction of the 

muon polarization, o • 
~ 

This direction, for each event, is a function 

6f the specific kinematics as well as the value of the parameter t;. 

The magnitude of the polarization along this direction we took to be 1. 

He constructed the likelihood function, depending only on t;, as the pro-

duct over all the events of the sepatate probability distributions: 

N 1 
= IT --

i=l c i (0 [ 
1 ~ ~ ] I + -3 [p '0 (t;»). 

e ~ 1 
(7) 
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The muon polarization direction is given by Eq. 3 as a vector in the 

" " " 
coordinate system (E L, ET, El) defined by the K-de~ay; Pe is the ob-

served direction of the decay electron in this system, and a is a 
lJ 

+ 
unit vector along the predicted direction of polarization, P. Both the 

electron and the polarizatiqn directions are specific to each event as 

reconstructed. The normalization factor c(O for the ith event has 

the form 

= (1 + cos eo) [ 1 - i (1 - cos e)[p 'cr (OJ.l . o e II 1 

The factor corrects the likelihood for the elimination of lJ-e decays 

within a forward cone about p' of half-angle e = cos-l(0.9). Our 
II 0 

result for; is that value which maximizes the likelihood function, 

Eq. 7. The uncertainty in this determination we found by noting the 

values of; for which the likelihood function w'as reduced from its 

maximum by specified factor. We made the likelihood analysis for vari-

ous assumptions about;: ; real and constant, ; complex and constant, 

or ; real but energy-dependent. Consequently the likelihood L(O was 

a function of 1 or 2 parameters. Table II gives the value of the like-

lihood,"7ith respect to its maximum, used to determine the uncertainty 

in the measurement of;. It should be emphasized that the appropriate 

limits of uncertainty for ~ two parameter likelihood are markedly 
".~,;;.~~ . 

greater than those appropriate for a one parameter likelihood. 8 

Having determined the parameter ; from the polarization data, we 

re-analyzed the KlJ3 events to measure the magnitude of the muon polar

ization along the predictc'd direction, a. We constructed a one-para
lJ 

meter likelihood function similar to that used to find ~ CEq. 7). 

,. 
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This likelihood is 

L(P) = (8) 

with 

The likelihood is a function of the magnitude P of the muon polariza-

tion; given S, we maximized the likelihood to determine P. The uncer-

tainty in the measurement of P was found by calculating values of 

L(p)/Lmax as in Table II. 

V. KNOWN SOURCES OF ERROR. 

A. Uncertainties in Analysis of K 3 Events 
]..I 

Each event of our final Kjl3 data sample provides a separate meas

urement of s(q2). For each event with specified kinematics we dcter-

mine the parameter sCq2) by correlating the vector direction of the 

electron momentum in jl-e decay ~vith the predicted muon polarization 

direction. The likelihood analysis gives as our result for s that 

value most compatible with the individual measurements of ~ from each 

event. With this method of determining ~ it is not necessary to know 

the dependence of the detection efficiency upon the position of the 

event in the K1l3 Dalitz plot. Since the measurement of ~ is made for 

each event, the result for all the data is independent of their Dalitz 

plot distribution. 



Using a Monte Carlo analysis, we studied the effect ,of the m.eas-

urement uncertainties on reconstruction of K 3 events. We generated 
, ' ~ 

by computer a large artificial sample of K~3 events with ~-e decays as 

predicted for a given value of the parameter F;, and selected those events 

which would have been detected by the apparatus. For each artificial 

event we changed randomly the kinematical quantities by small amounts 

to simulate the effect of the measurement errors on the actual K~3 

events. We r,~constructed and analyzed these Honte Carlo events in a 

manner identical to that used for. the K~3 data. We found that the re

sult foL' F; was insensitive to the presence of our known measurement un-

certainties. In particular, both the 30 to 50% uncertainty in the gamma

ray energy measurements and the ±3 MeV error in the ~+ energy had little 

effect on the kinematic reconstruction and negligible effect on the de-

termination of F;. 

The reconstruction of the nO vector momentum was the crud a1 step 

in establishing the kinematics of each K~3 event. We used the g8llHr.a

ray energies, est'iinated from'the shower spark counts, to choose betHoell 

t d · t d 1 f the nO wo pre J.C e va ues ° momentum. As discussed above, we found 

by Monte Carlo studies that the presence of our measurement uncert~in-

ties in the gamma-ray energies had no significant effect on the c1eter-

mination of F;. Additionally, we studied the actual K~3 data to see 

whether or not events with incorrectly chosen nO'momentum were present 

in an amount which significantly biased our result for F;. o Faulty Tr 

reconstruction leads to tHO systematic effects, dependent on the dircc-

o 0 tion-of-motion and on the energy of the 1T. If the wrong 1T solution 

• 
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is chosen, a faulty K-decay coordinate system (Eq. 2) will be constructed. 
, 

The incorrect nO energy'will lead to a further error in the prediction of 

the muon polarization direction as a function of~. We separated the 

actual Kj.l3 data into batches with the two possible nO vector directions 

o 
close to each other, or not close, and with the two possible TI energies 

nearly identical or different. We determined from each of these samples 

values for ~ statistically consistent with each other and with the re-

su1t for ~ from all the data. There \V'as no evidence for the presence 

of a systematic error due to incorrect solutions of the TI
o reconstruction. 

Because of the limited geometrical acceptance of the shower chambers, 

we detected only one of the gamma rays for many Kj.l3 decays. The presence 

of background tracks in the shower chambers could then allow faulty re-

constructions of these Kj.l3 events. We estimated the frequency and dis

tribution of background tracks from pictures taken of Kj.l2 decays. There 

were no gamma rays associated with Kj.l2 decays but for 5% of the events a 

random track was interpreted as being a gamma-ray conversion shower. In 

a Monte Carlo analysis we added data to Kj.l3 decays to simulate the pres

of these background tracks. We found the number of incorrectly recon-

structed Kj.l3 events to be negligible. 

I> • We ,studied the effect on the result for ~ of variations in the crl-

teria used to select K 3 events. Since the muon polarization vector and 
11' 

~ were related for each kinematical configuration, each event provided a 

separate determination of~. For this reason the use of arbitrarily 

rigid kinem3tic.al selection criteria di.d not bias the measurement of ~. 

We analyzed our Kj.l3 data repeatedly, using various selection criteria. 
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We found the determination of ~ insensitive to changes in the selection 

criteria. 

We determined t;. by correlating the kinematics of each K1l3 event 

with the direction of the muon polarization vector as found from the 

ll-e decay. We calibrated the polarization measurement by studying the 

angular distribution of the electron momentum vector for K1l2 events, 

with ll-e decays in the range chamber. For these events we defined three 

orthogonal axes: a longitudinal axis ~L along the direction of the muon, 

and axes Ea' Eb related to fixed"directions in the laboratory. In Fig. 4 

we show the distribution of the observed electron direction with respect 

to the coordinate system (~L' ~a' ~b); the results of the likelihood 

analysis for the muon polarization components are: 

PL = -1.0 ± 0.1 

P = 0.0 ± 0.1 
a 

Pb = -0.1 ± 0.1 

The measurement of the muon longitudinal polarization component is in 

agreement with the expected value of -1 for K 2 decays. This result is 
II 

consistent with the assumption that there was no effective depolariza-

tion of the muon by the apparatus or the analysis techniques. The 
A 

measurement of the muon polarization components along axes Ea' Eb in-

vestigates possible dependence of the detection efficiency upon the or-

ientation of the ll-edecay plane in the apparatus; the results for these 

components is consistent with the absence of such dependence. 

A potential source of systematic error in the polarization meas

+ urement w"as our inability to observe ll-e decays in cases ll7here the e 

• 
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track was in the'same direction as the track of the ll+ before stopping. 

To correct for this effect, we eliminated all events having ll-e decays 

within a forward Cone about the muon direction; we incorporated this 

selection into the polarization analysis by modifying the likelihood 

normalization. We chose the angle of the fon"ard cone to more than 

cover decay directions for '''hich the scanning efficiency was poor. As 

without other selection criteria, the result for 1; is insensitive to 

variations in this cut-off. Except for this loss of forward decays, 

our detection of iJ-edecays was essentially independent of the e+ di-

rection and energy. 

Among sources of depolarization was the presence of a magnetic 

+ field in the range chanber, causing the II polarization vector to pre-

cess in the interval before the ll-e decay. To reduce this effect we 

enclosed the range chamber in an iron shield; the measured field of less 

than 200 milligauss in the decay region produced insignificantdepo1ar

ization. Measurement errors in the direction of the individual e+ track 

had little effect on the determination of the polarization direction, as 

the e+ decay directions are broadly distributed ahout the ll+ polarization 

vector. We calculated that our ± 100 uncertainty in the e+ decay angles 

introduced an effective depolarization of less than 10%. We found by 

Monte Carlo studies that the determination of 1; is unaffected by muon 

depo1arizations as large as 10%. Since t;, is found from the direction 

of the muon polarization vector, the primary effect of depolarization 

is to increase the uncertainty in the result for t;,. 
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B. Presence of Background Events in the K 3 Data 
. . lJ 

\-Ie considered events other than K1l3 decays which could be present 

as background in the data. Such events must pass the selection criteria 

described previously. They must have two apparent showers in the gamma-

ray chambers, and a track in the range chamber with an apparent ll-e 

vertex. They must be kinematically reconstructable as KlJ3 events but 

fail the kinematic test for a K~2 decay. Using Monte Carlo techniques, 

we generated large samples of artificial events and studied the accep-

tance of the apparatus and selection criteria for background events 

relative to the acceptance for K
1l3

events. In addition to these cal

culations, we determined experimentally the actual contamination of 

our data by events whose frequency of apparent ll-e decays did not fol

lm"the II + lifetime. \.Je obtained a sample of K1l3 events with a "prompt" 

(340 nsec.) trigger on the range chamber, instead of the usual 3.5 llsec. 

delayed trigger. Knowing the delay times, we calculated the relative 

fractions of ll-e decays expected for each sample; from the number of 

apparent ll-e decays observed we determined the contamination of the data 

by events ,dthout ll-e decays. 

+ The backgrounds considered are those Gue to the following K de-

cay modes: 

K+ -+ ~+ + 0 
(K~2) ~ 

K+ -+ ~+ + 0 + 0 ('[I) ~ ~ 

K+ -+ ~+ + 0 + y (K~~y) 1T 

K+ 0 + e+ + (K
e3

) -~ ~ \I 

j 

• 
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The K'Jr2 decay was the most serious source of background events in the 

Kll3 data. For theK 2 mode we estimated the contributions of two sources 'Jr . 
+ of background: K'Jr2 decays with a TI nuclear interaction in the range 

+ + + chamber, and K'Jr2 decays with a TI decay-in-flight (TI -+ II + v). To 

determine the fraction of K'Jr2 events which pass the Kll3 selection cri

teria, we studied KTI2 data obtained with additional degrader placed 

ahead of the range chamber. In Table III we list the results of the 

background calculations. Two sources, Ke3 decays and K'Jr2 decays with 

a 'Jr+ interaction in the range chamber, have "ll-e decays" whose fre-

quency is independent of the time delay on the range chamber trigger. 

The analysis of the prompt data shows that the total contribution of 

all such backgrounds was (3 ± 2)% of the K 3 data. The estimated con
ll. 

tribution of other possible backgrounds is les.s. than 5%. 

We have studied the effect of these backg~ounds on our determina-

tion of s by adding these events to Kll3 events generated in a Monte 

Carlo analysis. From this simulated data our analysis determined a 

value of s statistically unchanged from the value used to generate the 

Kll3 events. The primary effect of the presence of these backgrounds 

was to enlarge slightly the error limits assigned to s by the likeli-

hood analysis . 
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We obtained 3133 completely reconstructed KlJ3 events with observed 

]J-e decays. The Dalitz plot of these events is shown in Fig. 5, where 

for clarity we have grouped the events in bins of 20 and 10 MeV in 7T
O 

d + k" .... 1 an lJ lnetlc energy, respectlvey. Figure 6 gives the angular dis-

tributions of the ~lectron momentum vector for the lJ-e decays associ-

ated with the 3133 KlJ3 events which satisfy all the selection criteria. 

These distributions refer to the coordinate system £L' €T' €l (Eq. 2) 

defined for each event. For illustration the data are grouped in bins 

of 0.1 in the cosines. The lines drawn show the distributions expected 

for decays of muons Vlith average polarization components as given by a 

likelihood analysis of the data. 

o As seen in Fig. 1, muons from events with high 7T energy are ex-

pected to be strongly polarized in the longitudinal direction. This 

prediction agrees with the data shown in Fig. G, an average over the 

Dali tz plot and hence heavily weighted tm.,rard high To' The component 
7T 

of polarization out of the decay plane is -0.1 ± 0.1, consistent with 

zero and time reversal invariance, while the perpendicular component 

is small and negative as predicted in Fig. 1. Since these components 

are averages over the Dalitz plot, they are not expected to form a unit 

vector; it is for a partic:ular event, with specified kinematics, that 

the mUGll should be fully PQlarized in some direction. In Table IV we 

tabulale the results for the lJ+ polarization components for all the 

events and in separate bins in the 1fo kinetic energy. For each bin we 

f. 
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list the average valuy of q2, the square of the momentum transfer to the 

leptons; in the K+ rest frame: 

= ~.2 + m 2 - 2m oE 0 • 
1'. KO 1T 1T 

Most of our data are in the low q2 (high TI
o energy) region of the Dalitz 

plot. The bins were chosen to give equal accuracy in the measurement of 

E;; they are of unequa.l size, due to the varying sensitivity of the polar-

ization method over the Da1itz plot. As noted in Table IV, for high q2 

+ (low T 0) events we found the II strongly polarized along the perpendic-,-
1T 

u1ar axis. For progressively 1mver bins in q2 this perpendicular com-

+ ponent decreases and the II becomes almost fully longitudinally polar-

ized. This general variation of the polarization components over the 

Dalitz plot compares favorably with that predicted by Eq. 3 and illus-

trated in Fig. 1. 
u 

We analyzed our data by the maximum likelihood method previously 

described to determine the value of the parameter E;. As discussed in 

the Introduction, E; may be complex as well as energy-dependent. Fig. 7 

shOYls the result of the likelihood analysis of all the K1l3 events for t;, 

assumed complex but constant. The three contours enclose 40%, 67%, and 

96% of the vo'lume under the t\.;ro-dimensional likelihood function; the 

solution given in Table V uses the middle contour as the limit of 1 

standard deviation. We list in Table V additionally the results for 

comp1exE; from data binned in q2. For each bin t;, is assumed constant; 

-1.14 
the errors again correspond to the middle (e ) contour. Time re-

versal invariance requires t;, be real; bur measurement from all tIle 
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data is consistent with 1m ~ = 0, as can be seen in Fig. 7. This con-

c1usion is unchanged by measuring 1m ~ in separate hins in q2. In terms 

of a phase angle cf> defined by ) 

we find 

lsi = 1.0 ± 0.5 

cf> = (200 ± 30)0 

with the error assigned from the e-1 •14 contour. This result is con

sistent with the requirement of time reversal invariance that cf> be 0
0 

or 1800
• 

Assuming s to be real and constant vle obtain the results given in 

Table VI. The errors quoted are those appropriate to a 1 dimensional 

likelihood. The values for Re s from different bins in q2 are consis-

. tent with each other and with the result for all the data: 

Re s = -0.95 ± 0.3 (1m s = 0) • 

In Fig. 8 we have plotted our measurements of Re s as a function of q2; 

they do not show any significant dependence of Re s upon q2. Table V 

shows that this conclusion is valid for complex s as well. To make this 

conclusion more quanti~ative, we express the energy dependence of ~ as 

We can analyze the data in a two parameter likelihood to obtain the con-

s tants ~ and A, assuming F;, real. Our result is o . 

~ = -1. 2 
"0 

A = -0.04 
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with the contours giving the limits of 1 and 2 standard deviation~ as 

shmm in Fig. 9. For "any·value of A less than 0.3 "in magnitude,..t.; must 

be negative to be compatible vith the data. An analysis of our data 

for q:> dependence of the form 

::: 

gives the result that any values of m greater than 500 MeV are equally 

good; the corresponding values of ~ are all ~ -1.0. We find the lower 
a 

limit for acceptable m to be ~ 250 MeV. 

Given the values of ~ listed in Table VI, we analyzed the data to 

determine the magnitude of ~t polarization, PTOTAL,along the direction 

predicted for each event. For all the data "le found, this component to 

be + 0.9 ± 0.1, in agreement with the expected value of +1.0. The re-

suIts for PTOTAL from data in separate bins of q2 are listed in Table VI; 

they are consistent wi,th each other and with the predicted value. We ob-

tain essentially the same values if, instead of assuming ~ to be real, we 

calculate PTOTAL using the results for complex ~ given in Table V. 

B. Measurement of K+ }f'?,an Life 

+ ' 
We determined the Kmean life for each of the decay modes, K~3' 

+' 
K~2' and K7T2 . For each event the observed time between the K stop and 

the subsequent decay signal \l1as digitized and recorded on film with the 

spark chamber tracks. Table VII gives our results for K~3' K~2' and K7T2 

lifetimes. Each of these measurements is consistent with each other, as 

expected for observed lifetimes of different decay modes of the same 
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particle. If we combine the three measurements of the K+ mean life, \Cle 

have T = (13.5 ± 1.5) nsec, in reasonable agreement'9 with the accepted 

value, T = (12.34 ± 0.5) nsec. .I' 

VII. DISCUSSION 

In a study of the muon polarization direction for completely recon

structed K:3 decays we measure the form factor ~(q2). Assuming ~ to be 

real and independent of q2, we find 

~ = -0.95 ± 0.3. 

'+ . Since the direction of the ~ polarization vector is predicted as a 
, 

function of ~(q2) for each event of specified kinematics, the experiment 

allows a determination of the q2 dependence. Our measurement of the 

muon polarization is directly sensitive also to the presence of an im-

aginary part of ~, corresponding to the violatiori of time-reversal in-

variance, as we determine the polarization component out of the decay 

plane. The results indicate that the form factor ~(q2) is real and con-

stant, within limits given in the previous section. 

We find the magnitude of the ~+ polarization along the direction 

predicted by our result for ~ to be 0.9 ± 0.1. This value confirms the 

prediction of the two-coTIlPonent neutrino theory that the muon be fully 

polarized along some direction. Background events in theK~3 data or 

systematic errors in the reconstruction of events reduce the apparent 

magnitude of the muon polarization; our measurement suggests that these 

effects are small. 

." 
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Previous measurements of ~(q2) in K+ and KO decay are summarized 

in the reVie\" article of Lee and Wu. 10 Recently published experiments 

to determine ~ which are not included in this review are listed in 

Table VIII. The results for ~ from KO experiments are consistent with 

the results of this experiment, in agreement with the requirement of 

h AI 1 1 h L b h . K+ ·d KO d t e u = ~ ru e t at ~ e t e same 1n an ecay. Experiments 

which determine ~ from a muon polarization measurement are in good agree-

ment with each other, but in general disagreement with early results for 

s from measurements of the relat~ve K~3/Ke3 branching ratio. The deter

mination of s from branching ratio measurements requires the assumption 

of ~-e universality - specifically, the assumption that the form factors 

in K and K 3 decay are identical. The branching ratio technique has e3 ·11 

the experimental complication that detection efficiencies must be ac-

curately known, a r~quirement absent from total polarization me~sure-

ments. As seen in Table VIII, the most recent branching ratio experi-

ment gives a result for s compatible with the results from polarization 

measurements, and in agreement with ~'-e universality. 
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Table LDegrader Conditions 

t 

Events Degrader Decay K.E. Spectrum Ac-
Particle cepted (Direct P.?th) 

K]l3 (degrader a) 1" A1 + 61-81 MeV ]l 

K]l3 (degrader b) 3/8" A1 + 52-73 HeV ]l 

Krr2 2 3/4" A1 + 108.6 MeV rr 

K]l2 1" A1 + 2 1/8'·' Cu + 151.7 MeV ]l 
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Table II. Calculation of Uncertainty Limits in a Likelihood Analysis 

Number of Likelihood 
Parameters 

1 

2 

max 
Value of L/L at limit of: 

1 std. Deviation 2 std. Deviations 

'T' 
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Table III. Results or Background Calculations 

Source of Background 

K+ + n+ + nO (K ) 
, n2 

+ with n decay-in-flight 

+ with n nuclear interaction 

K+ -+ n+ + 0 + 0 (T' ) n n 

K+ + n+ + 0 + (K ) n y , nny 

K+ + 0 + e+ + (Ke3 ) n \I 

Est. Fraction 
Bkg./K)l3 Events 

2.9 x 10-2 

<5.3 x 10-2 

5.0 x 10-4 

L4x 10-2 

0.8 x 10-2 

Does Frequency of 
"decays" Follow 

)l+ Lifetime? 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

no 
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Table IV. Muon Polarization Components, K+ 
).13 

Events 

T 0 
2 

'Tr qave Events PL PT P...L 6P 
(MeV) (MeV) 2 

>76.5 3.70 x 104 2258 +0.9 -0.1 -0.2 each ± 0.1 

46.5-67.5 7.18 x 104 488 +0.8 .... 0.2 -0.1 each ± 0.2 

28.5-46.5 9.09 x 104 265 +0.8 -0.2 -0.8 each ± 0.3 

0.0-28.5 11.0 x 1.04 122 -0.1 +0.5 -1.1 each ± 0.5 

all events 4.95 x 104 3133 +0.8 -0.1 -0.3 each ± 0.1 
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Table V ~ Resul ts 'fot Comp1ex_.l.. 

. 2 
qave 

Events, Re E; . ,1m E; 
(MeV) 2 

3.70 x 10lf 2258 -1 0 + 1.0 
• - 0.9 

'-0.8 ± 0.9 

7.18 x 104 488 -2 0 + 0.9 
· - 0.8 

-0 7 + 0.9 
. - 1.0 

9.09 x 104 265 -0 7 + 1.2 
• - 0.9 

-0 3 + 0.9 
• - 1.0 

11.0 x 104 122 -0 4 + 2.2 
· - 1.4 +0.8 ~ i:~ 

all events 3133 -0 9 + 0.5 
• - 0.4 -0.3 ± 0.5 

-:.: 

/ 

" 
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..... 
Table VI. Results for ~, Assumed Real 

j 

2 
qave 

Events Re F, (1m ~ 0) PrOTAL 
j1eV) 2 -

3.70 x 104 2258 -0.9 ± 0.6 0.9 ± 0.1 

7.18 x 104 488 -1.9 ± 0.55 0.8 ± 0.2 

9.09 x 104 265 -0 7 + 0.7 
. - 0.6 1.1 ± 0.3 

11.0 x 104 122 -0 2 + 0.6 
. - 0.7 1.2 ± 0.4 

all events 3133 -0.95 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.1 
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Table VII. + Results of Measurerileritsof KMean Life 

• 

Decay Mode Events Mean Life (Channels) (nsec) 

KlJ3 1635 6.0 ± 0.5 13.2 ± 1.6 

KlJ2 773 6.6 ± 0.7 14'.5 ± 2.0 

Kn2 278 6.3 + 1.2 13.9 ± 2.9 

combined result 6.2 ± 0.4 13.5 ± 1.5 

"'" . \ 



a 
Carpenter et a1. 

b Auerbach et a1. 

c· 
Young et a!. 

d Garland et a!. 

Eisler et al. e 

f 
Abrams et ale 

Helland et al. g 

Botterill et al.
h 

i 
Bettels et ale 

Eichten et a!. j 

k 
- This experiment 

Table VIII. Recent Measurements of ~ in K+ and KODecay 

Decay Experiment 

KO 

l13 
o 

K\.I3 

KO 

113 

+ 
K\.I3 

K+ 
\.13 

o 
K\.I3 

KO 

113 

K+ 
113 

K+ 
]J3 

K+ 
]J3 

K+ 
113 

Decay spectrum 

+ d" 1 1" " ]J perpen 1CU ar po ar1zat1on 

+ l' . ]J transverse po ar1zat1on 

Branching ratio K:3/K!3 

Decay spectrum 

+ 11' . ]J tota po ar1zat10n 

]J+ total polarization 

Branching ratio K:3/K!3 

\.1+ total polarization 

Branching ratio K:3/K!3 

+ 1 l' . II tota po ar1zat10n 

Results for ~, Assumed Constant 
Im ~ ::: 0 

~ = 1.2 ± 0.8 

~ = -1.2 ± 0.5 

~ = +1.0 ± 0.3 

~ = -0.5 ± 0.9 

~ = -1.6 ± 0.5 

~ = -1.75 ~ ~:~ 

~ = -0.08 ± 0.15 

~ = -1.0 ± 0.3 

~ = -0.6 ± 0.2 

~ = -0.95 ± 0.3 

1m ~t. 0 

for Re ~ ::: -1.3, 
Im ~ = -0.01 ± 0.07 

Re ~ = -1.6 
1m ~ = -0.2 

± 0.8lsee 
± 1. 0) note Q, 

Re ~ = -1.0 ± 0.4 
Im~ = -0.1 ± 0.4 

Re ~ 

1m ~ 

- -0 9 + 0.5 
- • - 0.4 
= -0.3 ± 0.5 

a D.W. Carpenter et a1., Phys. Rev. 142, 871 (1966) h D.R. Botterill et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 21, 766(1963) 
i J. Bette1s et al., Nuovo Cimento 56A, 1106-r1968) 
j T. Eichten et a1., Phys. Letters 27B, 586 (1968) 
k A brief account of this experiment is given in 

b L.B. Auerbach et al., Phys •. Rev. Letters 17,980 (1966) 
c K.K. Young et al., Phys. Rev. Letters l8,-S06 (1967) 
d R. Garland et a1., Phys. Rev. 167, l22S-(i968) 
e F.R. Eisler et a1., Phys. Rev.-r69, 1090 (1968) 
f R. J. Abrams et a1., Phys. Rev .176, 1603 (1968) 
g J.A. Helland et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 21, 257 (1968) 

---- . ..,.~-----.--~ 

D. Cutts et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 20, 955 (1968) 
Q, We have adjusted the errors to make the quoted re

sults comparable with results of other experinents 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor, 
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